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ABSTRACT
The work presented is an interim report on theoretical studies of COQ
vibrational relaxation. Major emphasis to date has been placed on obtaining
reasonable models for calculating cross sections for the inelastic collision of
a structureless particle with a CO molecule. The CO molecule itself is
modeled by assuming adiabaticity of the electronic motion, so that the only
participatitig degrees of freedom are the translational modes, and the rotational
and vibrational modes of the CO 2 molecule. The analyses reported are either
classical or semiclassical in nature. Methods of analysis, such as first order
perturbation theory, specifically applicable only at low thermal velocities are
avoided.
An empirical approach to the problem of specifying the intermolecular
potential is adopted. The intermolecular potential functions chosen have been
simple analytical forms, with parameters which can be varied to investigate
their influence, or, alternately, matched to available experimental data.
The results of calculations for the vibrational excitation of CO 2 , in an
approximate normal mode model, are reported. In these calculations, the
intermolecular potential is not spherically symmetric, allowing investigation
k
of the effects of potential anisotropy and participation of the rotational energy
mode. It is found that the rotational mode can make a contribution to vibra-
tional excitation over a considerable range of relative translational energies I;
in the collision. The degree of participation of the rotational mode is a strong
function of the potential anisotropy.
A discussion is given of a Monte Carlo scheme for obtaining thermally-
averaged cross sections for vibrational excitation. The scheme utilizes the
variance reducing technique of importance sampling, together with a property
of averaging integrals, to calculate the integrals for several temperatures
efficiently.
Completely analytical studies of greatly simplified models of the collision
3
process also are reported. In particular, an approximate model of potential
t
anisotropy and rotational effects is given. An analytical form for the vibrational
iii..
energy gained by the vibrational mode during collision is obtained.
Model analyses currently in progress also are outlined. These analyses
include a complete classical treatment for CO 2 -M collisions, and a semi-
classical treatment which includes the effect of anharmonicity coupling among
the CO2 vibrat:.onal modes.
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1, INTRODUCTION
Vibrational relaxation in gases is a nonequilibrium proc4^-,ss that has
received extensive theoretical and experimental study in recent years..
Interest has been occasioned by the importance of this process in high tem-
perature gas flows, in many chemical reactions, and, most recently, in
nmolecular gas lasers, The understanding and prediction of vibrational
relaxation mechanisms in CO2 , in particular, is necessary both for anal-
ysis of the gas dynamic phenomena occurring upon entry into planetary
atmospheres and for performance analysis of CO. ;gas lasers,
The work presented in this report is a theoretical study of CO2
 vibra -
tional relaxatio:a, Major emphasis to date has been placed: on o4taining
reasonable models for calculating cross sections for the i.nelastir, collision
of a structureless particle with a CO2 molecule. The CO 2 molecule
itself is modeled by assuming adiabaticity of the electronic, motion, so that
the only degrees of freedom are the translational modes, and the rotational
and vibrational modes of the CO2 molecule. The remaining paragraphs of
this introductic ,, outline, in more detail, some of the considerations entering
into the present study.
Considerable progress 1-9
 has been made in the calculation of cross
sections for vibrational energy excitation in nonpolar diatomic molecules,
and in prediction of the overall, vibrational relaxation times for such species.
It has been shown, however, that a major problem in these calculations is
the extreme sensitivity of the cross sections to potential details, particularly li
at low thermal velocities (f of 10, pgs. 685-69 1). In order to predict accurately
the absolute magnitude of the cross section for an inelastic event of this type,
the inter- and intramolecular potential functions must be known accurately.
Little is known, however, of the intermolecular potential function for CO2
other than what is available from measurements of virial coefficients. Any
choice of a potential function must be regarded as postulational One requires
either detailed molecular scattering experiments or elaborate large - scale
quantum mechanical potential calculations in order to establish, ab initio,
1
the correct potential. In the absence of such investigations, the present
study adopts an empirical approach to the problem of specifying the inter-
i-nolecular potential. The intermolecular potential functions chosen have
been simple, analytical forms, with parameters which can be varied to
investigate, their influence, or, alternately, matched to available experi-
mental data,
As general a treatment as possible was desired, In particular, we
have attempted to modcl those features which distinguish CO, , a linear
triatomic, from the more commonly studied diatomic case. Such features
include a more marked departure from spherical symmetry, the influence
of the vibrational bending modes, and intermode coupling within the molecule.
Several theoretical treatments of CO2
 
vibrational relaxation are already
extaiit. 11-14 However, each of them possesses at least one of the following
limitations .,
1. Restriction to a first oTdc-,!- pertu: ,'^ation approximation. Il l 13, 14
2. Neglect of intermarle coupling effects within the GO 2 molecule l2 0 13, 14
3. Neglect of molecular rotation. effects and potential anisotropy. 11 0 12 0 13
The models and analysis discussed in this report are directed toward
removal of those restrictions.
The analyses presented in the subsequent sections are classical or
semiclassical in nature. It can be noted that, in recent years, completely
classical models have been used to calculate numerically both vibrational
energy transfer cross sections 4 j 15 artd -ea(,, tive scattering cross sections 16,17
in simple molecules. The reactive scattering calculations, in particular,
have met with considerable success in interpreting molecular beam reactive
scattering experiments. A completely classical model for GO 2 collisions
is presented in Soction 4 of this report. However, most of the studies con-
tained herein are semiclassical- retention of a quantum- mechanical descrip-
tion of the vibrational modes was felt to be desirable for analyzing vibrational
processes in GO 2 " The, quantized nature of the vibrational-energy modes
	 I
of GO 2 is emphasized by the techniques and phenomena of experimenta,l
* b
studies. One example is afforded by recent experiments 18 1
 19 in which a
vibrational fluorescence technique is used to study the collisional deactivation
of the first excited state of the asymmetric stretching vibration (00 0 1) of
CO in rare-gas diluents. It appears that this deactivation proceeds by2
m, e a Of intramolecular vibration-to- vibration
 energy transfer during CO
rare-gas collisions. It is found that these results can be interpreted only if
Fermi resonance and Coriolis mixing of the CO z vibrational states is con-
sidered, A second example is the analysis of the behavior and performance
of CO, infrared lasers. 20 Application of Theory to such processes makes
a quantum mechanical treatment of the vibrational states extremely desirable.
Finally, it should be mentioned that it is desired to apply the theory
developed in this study over a wide range of kinetic temperatu re. Thus
methods of analysis specifically applicable only at low thermal velocities,
such as first ord p.r pertiir'o4'i;ion theory, are avoided.
The remainder of the report is in five sections plus appendices. Sec-
tion 2 presents an analysis of a normal mode model for CO Z_ M collisions.
The approximations introduced in this analysis make it appropriate for cal-
culation of the rate for direct translation-to-vibration thermal excitation of
CO o Molecular rotational effects are included. Section 3 outlines a Monte
Carlo procedure for the averaging of the cross sections obtained in Section 2
over a thermal distribution of trajectory parameters. Section 4 gives a more
exact, completely classical analysis of CO 2- M collisions. It is planned to
make some limited numerical calculations on the basis of this analysis to
assess the accuracy of the approximations introduced in the theory of Sec-
tion 2. The work in Sections 2 - 4 depends greatly on machine computation.
In Section 5, completely analytical studies of greatly simplified models of the
vibrational excitation process are discussed. These analytical studies were
undertaken both to provide a guide for the more exact numerical computations
and to gain additional irsight into certain specific aspects of the overall prob-
1, em..	 The concluding Section, 6, gives a model for calculating collision-
induced energy transfer procasses among the various coupled vibrational
modes of the CO2 molecule.
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2. DECOUPLED, NORMAL-MODE MODEL OF CO 2 -M COLLISIONS
2.1 COORDINATE SYSTEM
We consider the collision of the CO2
 
molecule with another molecule,
which has been assumed to possess no internal modes, i. e. , to be a struc-
tureless point-mass type particle. Only the nuclear motion of the CO2
molecule is specifically considered. No electronic excitation is treated.
We therefore have what is essentially a four-body problem. For our pur-
poses, the energy of such a system can bi.^ expressed conveniently as the
sum of the following terms,
1. The kinetic energy of translation of the center of mass of the
entire molecule-particle system.
2. The kinetic energy of the incident particle and the molecule
relative to their center of mass.
3. The kinetic energy of the molecule's atoms relative to the
molecular center of niass.
. 
4. The internal potential energy of the molecule.
5. The potential energy arising from the interaction of the incident
particle with the molecule.
In the standard fashion, the kinetic energy term (1) can be ignored,
using center-of-mass coordinates, since there is no potential affecting the
entire system. We therefore consider a system of space-oriented coordi-
nates x ) y, z with origin at the center of mass of the molecule.
The position of the incident particle relative to the scattering center
can be described in terms of the standard scattering coordinates (R ? 0 ^ 0 )
or /^ , as indicated in Fig. 1. The time variation of F determines term 2
above.
The problem of describing the internal energy of the CO2
 
molecule
aplex. In the present section, the normal-mode(terr.tis 3 and 4) is more cor
4
1, 4
* k =
approximation of the CO. internal energy is used. (More general consid-
erations are treated in Sections 4 and 6. ) For the present purpose, the
coordinate system is shown in Fig, 2. Figure 2 illustrates the relation
between a coordinate system( I ' y I Z ' ) fixed in the molecule and the pre..
viously introduced xyz system, As shown in the figure, the Z /
 axis is the
molecular axis, i. e. , the line of nuclear centers in the equilibrium config-
uration of the linear triatomic molecule.
r.
The X^- Z I plane is defined as the plane of the bending motion of the
molecule. c%, /13, 'j are the Euler angles according to the convention of
Rose, 
21 
which give the instantaneous orientation of the primed system with
respect to the unprimed system. In the present case, c6 and /I are actually
the azimuthal and polar angles defining the location of the equilibrium molecu-
lar axis.	 specifies the orientation of the CO2
 
bending plane about this
axis. If	 is a vector in the unprimed system, it is expressed in the primed
system through the rotation matrix R ,
where
[cos d coslScos^ - S;AOC 5;til3] [.5ihd cos/3 cos 74 CO50t 51n7^7 - 5;,,113cosi
[COS LY CO5,J Sit7f + Sin a COS	 sin (Y. CO513 51n 1 4- COS 0L COS jj	 sin/3 s;h
COS Li 5 1 /1 13	 sit? 0C co-5/3 	 COSI13
(2-1)
2. Z SYSTEM HAMILTONIAN
The total Hamiltonian, disregarding the system mass motion, is written
as the sum of the last four contributions listed in Section 2. 1:
They are specified in turn here:
4 *
Incident particle kinetic energy (term 2):
2	
# -2 
0	
2
" 
+ P: f SLn 	 F.
2MR (R"P
8= Mq 	 2	 2 8R	 P. = IVR sinePs 	 7	 1
(2-2)
Ii.	 Internal kinetic and potential energy of the CO2
 
molecule (terms 3
and 4):
As mentioned above, a normal mode approximation to the CO,
2 
internal
energy states is adopted in this section. The direction of the normal vibrational
6
* il
displacements, using the notation of Herzberg 22 is given in Fig. 3:
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where	 /4 - M e /2YnO 	 and a. I , is the force constant of the C-0 bond
-(ergs cm 2 o,,, is the force constant that gives the interaction of the two
C-0 bonds (ergs cm -2 ), and a.33 (ergs rad- is the force constant for the
7
i ON owli W ON,
bending of the molecule. 22
In the above expression for H m
 , the terms in the first line are the
kinetic energy associated with vibration; the terms in the second line are
the kinetic energy of molecular (rigid rotator) rotation; and the last line
represents the potential energy (harmonic motion approximation). 5 1 is the
coordinate for the symmetric stretching mode. 52 and Y are the coordi-
nates of normal displacement due to bending. It should be recalled that the
third Eulerian angle, ^ , corresponds to a rotation about the Z / (molecular)
axis; the terms in S. and I are the energy for a two-dimensional isotropic
harmonic oscillator, expressed in polar coordinates.
	
S3
 is the coordinate
for the asymmetric stretching mode.
The Hamiltonian given by Eq (2-3) omits terms coupling the vibrational
modes, such as created by anharmonicity. Further, terms coupling the
rotational and vibrational motions, created by Coriolis and centrifugal forces,
also are neglected. Finally, small amplitude bending is assumed, and there-
fore the Hamiltonian for a rigid rotator is used, rather than the much more
complex general rotational operator.
III.	 Intermolecular Potential Energy (term 5):
We take this potential to be a linear combination of three point-center
inte ractions
3
	
V, (r)	 (2-4)
For the purposes of discussion, it is assumed that
	 represents the
distance from the incident particle to the i th nucleus of the CO2
 
mole cule.
However, as will be discussed below, the resulting potential can be para-
metrically varied to account for interactions not centered on the nuclei.
We have chosen, for the Vi , simple exponential interactions. In
particular, for V, , the potential centered on the carbon nucleus, we choose
a linear combination of attractive and repulsive exponentials
C1 e	 - C.,, e	 (2-5a)
8
t 4
For V. p V3 simple exponential repulsive interactions are taken
Va = C. e- 
azl*%	
V3 C C 3 
e - 
a 3 r3
	
(2-5b, 5c)
The distances ri can be written in terms of the coordinates of Figs. 1
and 2. Further, the cartesian coordinates of the vibrational displacements
can be expressed in terms of the normal displacements of Fig. 3, using the
geometrical relationships of Fig. 2 and the rotation matrix fi . The complete
result is somewhat cumbersome, and will not be quoted here. However, if,
8following Takayanagi, we expand the potential Eq (2-4) about the equilibrium
positions of the nuclei, and retain only terms to first order in the ratio of
the vibrational displacements to R , a basic ordering in the potential terms
can be observed. Finally, the result may be further simplified if we neglect
1 /9 compared with	 where I je^ the equilibrium C-0 separation. This
gives a result corresponding to the first term in an expansion of the potential
about the spherically symmetric case only. The result of this procedure will
be quoted:
042 R	
3C	 C	 + 2C e	 cos0 za	 i=l I j )	 (2- 6)
whe re
2 C	
04ZR
	 Cosh (d, I cos 19) + cos (9 " sin h (a' I cos 6)
	
-	
C4	
d4R	
-
	
Z
.
d,	 4-2C, dz 	 1CO'Se")C, f
	'
cos /3/3 cos sin G cos (cC -	 st'n/3 cos cos si n  ^( S in 6 Sit? (GL
	
7P	
(C a e - 
Oc t R_ C'^ , e-4'4R
	
3	 1 1
	
_ Ct"	 ) cos 6)
- OZ ZR Yr?C
4- 2-	 e
	
a	 [cos &' Cos (d2.1 cos	 s inh (&I Cos&?.)
R	 1
(2 - 7a, b, c)
i`
Nero, , is the angle between R and the molecular axis
eas 05 ' - coslg cos (O M- sir, a sin (9 sin V3 - )	 (2-8)
The first two terms in this potential cause purely elastic scattering)
being functions of the translational coordinate only. The third term gives
rise to rotational transitions, while the remaining terms create simultaneous
rotational -vibrational  transitions. It is seen that rotational excitation can be
treated independently of vibrational excitation, but if one retains the effect of
vibrational structure in the potential, one must also treat rotational inter-
actions to maintain a consistent level of approximation.
The first three terms in this potential are similar to the potential adopted
by Parker 23 to calculate rotational relaxation times for diatomic molecules.
Parker, however, did not require all his potentials to be centered on the nuclei
but allowed the 2, 3 potential centers to be closer to the mass center along the
molecular axis to account for the repulsive interaction of the electron cloud..
This procedure corresponds to letting ,, in Eq (2-6) be a variable parameter
which can be less than the equilibrium C-0 separation. Raff 24
 has shown
that the procedure gives rotational excitation cross sections which can be in
good agreement with calculations based on more exactly determined potentials
for simple systems such as H2 - He	 . Thus, although it is acknowledged
that pairwise potentials, such as Eq (2-5), centered on the nuclei, are not
entirely satisfactory, one can appr ,^ ximate the true potential by letting 'i be
a variable parameter.
The total Hamiltonian is the sum of Eqs (2-2), (2-3), and (2-6):
H = H^ + y m -f- V
	 (2-9)
2. 3 METHOD OF SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION - THE DECOUPLING
APPROXIMATION
The approximate Hamiltonian ( 2 -9) developed above leads to equations of
motion for the CO2 -M system which are still quite complex, In particular,
the three energy modes: vibration, rotation, and translation, are coupled
through the intermolecular potential function V , We are principally interested
10
in calculating the rate of excitation of the vibrational modes by energy transfer
from the "external modes" of rotation and translation. To facilitate such Cal-
culation, an additional approximation is adopted. The last terms in Eq (2-6)
for the potential, Z ^ S. , are neglected, This implies a neglect of the influ-4	 1	 4 '
ance, of molecular vibrations on the translational and rotational motion of the
system. The equations of motion are then merely those governing the collision
of an atom and a (triatomic) rigid rotator, under the influence of the pairwise
exponential intermolecular potentials previously given. These equations can
be solved numerically on a machine, to obtain the time variation of the tra-
jectory parameters R	 /9 during the course of a CO.-M col-
lision.
Having obtained R(O, 80)	 etc, one can regard the coeff icients	 f4	 in
the previously neglected potential term L f, 5,	 as funct ions of time only,	 ,(t)4e	 i	 L
With this approximation, the equations governing the vibrational motion are
separable, and all are of the formf
54, + Ci Z 5Z (2-10)
It is a known result 25 that use of the solution of Eqs (2-10) gives energy trans-
(erred: to the L th vibrational mode to be:
A E	
0.,
V^ 	 2-71 -^, // ^ w) e-	 t
_00
where W 
Vi	
is the radial vibrational frequency of the 1 mode.
We again emphasize that f,. (t) is known as a result of the classical tra-I
jectory solutions, since RW, 04t) .... etc. are obtained from the trajectory
The actual classical trajectory equations as programed are given in
Appendix A.
Some manipulation is necessary to achieve this result for the bending mode
coordinates. Putting zsvi^ 5, j, = 6Q. S	 ,,,cosi, separation is possible; one
obtains C, d_ZZ Sab + C,-Z szk,an Sex+ CZ2 S." faaw	 ,,, (t)	 where the
forcing functions	 and f., are such that f,O. ^2,x + fab Sel,
20-
11
calculations, and is an explicit functior of these trajectory parameters.
One of the problems in this formalism is the evaluation of the "Portur-
bation integral, ► 1
t
The numerical evaluation of this expression has long been recognized
as a nontrivial task, due to the oscillatory nature of the integrand. 26 This
difficulty is compounded. in the present case wherein f i(t) may itself have an
oscillatory component due to molecular rotation. * In the present study, these
integrals are programed for calculations simultaneously with the trajectory
calculations discussed in the preceding paragraphs, A 13,unge-Kutta routine
is used,
With the preceding method, the energy transferred to the I 
th 
vibrational
mode of the CO molecule, ArEv. , during a collision with the structureless
particle M , can be calculated. The AEv^ so calculated is a function of the
initial trajectory parameters, which can be conveniently specified as: the
initial relative CO,-M translational velocity, Vm the impact parameter b
the initial COz molecular orientation, Cto and	 and the initial CO2 rota-
tional velocity, we. and Wa,,	 Thus, in general,
AE	 AEV VO,	 a
The problem exists even if the decoupling approximation is not introduced
in the classical equations. The numerical difficulty then arises when accur-
ately integrating certain of the equations of motion, rather than occurring in
the separated integral (2-12).
^.';,'#'The result has already been averaged over the vibrational phase. The ability
to do this independently of the trajectory details is a consequence of the decou-
pling approximation. This same approximation also makes the result inde-
pendent of the initial vibrational state of the molecule.
2. 4 SEMICLASSICAL CALCULATION OF VIBRATIONAL TRANSITION
PROBABILITIES
The procedure outlined in the preceding sections leads to the calculation
of AE,-, the classical energy gained by the t th co 2. normal vibrational mode
during a collision. In Otis normal mode model, Al;,,. is simply the energy
acquired by a harmonic
	 illator subject to a time-dependent forcing function
( .^^ ( t )) representing the effect of the collision. It has been shown 3127 that
if one chooses to adopt a quantum-mechanical description of the harmonic
motion of the CO2 vibrational modes, the AE,, "5are analytically related to
the probabilities for transitions among the quantized vibrational states. Spe-
cifically, Ref 3 shows that if AE,/1 is the classical energy transferred during,
collisi,on to the l 64 vibrational mode, the probability P,4 for transition between
the )ti and" 'h viler, tional states of that mode isL
J	 J
'e
YnI n / e	 164	 (n - i) 0
where
frequency of i mode
µL = lesser of m , n
It should be noted that the adoption of a normal mode model and use of
the potential ( V ) linearized in the vibrational displacements prevents any
coupling between modes. The model used in this section is directed towards
a calculation of the rate of vibrational excitation via energy transfer from the
translational and rotational modes (see the following section). Section 6 out-
lines a model which specifically treats the problem of CO 2- M collisions with
coupled vibrational modes.
A second feature of the transition probability given in Eq (2-13), is that
it is an exact result for a linearly forced harmonic oscillator. In the limit`
of small energy transfer, 6i 4< 1 , it can be shown that Eq (2-13) reduces to
the perturbation result given by a first order time dependent perturbation
analysis or a distorted wave treatment. For example, in this limit,
Pm	 for 	 <<m- 1
13
Il
14
4. 5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Numerical computations for the vibrational energy 4r_y. transferred
6
to each of the three normal modes 	 1, 2, 3) of the CO2
 
molecule have
been performed. Figures 4-9 show A5 V as calculated with the decoupled normal
mode model, as a function of various trajectory parameters. The results in
these figures are for coplanar oases, for which 0 = IT/7— andt.Otbc, = o , although
the programs also can treat the general three-dimensional case. The AEv`ls
have been numerically averaged over the initial rotational phase ( LZ orienta-
tion). Thus the &E I-* shown in the figures are functions of the three remainingV^
trajectory parameters: V. P q'ic'&
I
Figures 4- G
 showdEv,,, plotted versus Er In v, where ET r. Z M V. is the
initial relative translational energy and V, is the symmetric stretching modL.
frequency. These curves are for an impact parameter b	 Figures 4,
5, and 6 are for the excitation of the symmetric stretching
	
), bending
( Z - 2 ) and asymmetric stretching ( i -3 ) modes, respectively. The curves
are plotted for varying initial molecular rotational velocities (Wa. = 8.60 x 10
€1. 39 x 10 12 , a. 01 X 10 13 , 3. 02 x 10 13 rad/sec, which respectively correspond
to initial molecular rotational energy R /,04 I 	 z :E W eJ
= L	 /^N 0, = 0. 01, 0. 26
:
5.46, 12, 3). As is to be expected from adiabalicity considerations, for any
given value of Er and F_ R p	 is greatest for the softest mode. Thus for
given 9-r and E. , A.EVZ > I&F- Vf > LF- V ., . (The molecular parameters used
in preparing these curves are values for Wj-i9t- collisions, taken by match-
ing the Morse potential of Eq (2-5a) to the Lennard-Jones viscosity parameters
tabulated in Ref 28. The value of 	 the anisotropy parameter, is taken equal
to the equilibrium G-O distance.
The curves also show the effect of molecular rotation. At a given value
of ET , the calculated 4Ev increases with increasing rotational energy, E R
This effect of molecular rotation is greater for the lower translational
energies, F, < E, . As 6, exceeds E. , the translational and rotational
modes begirl to contribute approximately equally to AE,	 These effects of
molecalar rotation also have been observed in the exact classical machine
solution of Benson and Berend, 4 	 15and Kuksenko and Losev. 	 It should be
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remarked that the actual extent of rotational effects is a strong function of
the degree of anisotropy in the intermolecular potential, function (i. e. , the
.e parameter in Eq (%-6)),:^
Dependence of the calculated QE„ "s on impact parameter is shown in
Figs. 7-9, for each of the three modes. The fall.-off with b is greater for
the stiffer modes.
We conclude this section, with a further discussion of the advantages and
limitations of tho present model.
One of the motivations for the present study was the desire to examine
the rate of excitation of the CO2 vibrational energy states behind strong
shock waves. Such a process involves transfer of energy between the rapidly
equilibrated "external' modes of translation and rotation, on the one hand,
and the vibrational mode on the other. This transfer is called a V-Tprocess.
Therefore, the transition probabilities I" K will be averaged over a thermal.
distribution of the trajectory parameters ( V,0 , b , Wao , W150 0 C4 0 , 113, ) to
obtain thermally averaged cross sections for the V-T vibrational excitation
process, (A method for performing such a calculation is given in Section 3. )
As discussed in the introduction, any empirically chosen intermolecular
potential function, such as Eq (2-5), can only be treated as a postulate. Exper-
imental correlations will involve parametric investigation of the dependence
of the thermally averaged cross sections on the potential constants.
A principal advantage of the decoupled, normal mode calculations
described iii this section is that they lend themselves to parametric studies
of the intermolecular potential functions used in obtaining the basic V- T
relaxation rate for CO2 	 All experimental evidence points to rapid equili-
bration of energy among the CO 2 normal modes, up to high temperatures.
(It is likely that current theoretical examination of intermode energy .ransfer
(Section 6) will supportthis rapid equilibration model. ) Under such conditions
Further discussion of the effect of potential anisotropy and molecular rota 	 rLion is given in connection with analytical studies of Section ;5,
r
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of rapid intermode energy distribution, the CO 2 V-T relaxation is determined
by the bending mode relaxation rate, The present formulation allows the
bending mode excitation rate to be calculated independently of the other modes.
This simplification will permit extensive examination of the influence of
potential parameters on the predicted, thermally averaged V-Trate, and
comparison of these rates with those experimentally measured. Generally,
such parametric investigations would be difficult, since each predicted rate
is obtained by incorporating many individual trajectory calculations into a
thermal averaging scheme (Section 3). Parametric examination of the result-
ing rates generally would require a much larger amount of machine time if
the influence of all modes had to be incorporated into every trajectory calcula-
tion.
A second advantage of the prerQat model is that it permits straightfor-
ward calculation of the quantum mechanical transition probability, Eq (2-13).
Quantum mechanical calculations for more complex models offer much greater
difficulty (Section 6),
The limitations of this model analysis arise from four basic approxima-
tions
1. Semiclassical Approximation
2. Normal Mode Apprcximation
3. Linearized Potential Approximation
4. Decoupling Approximation
0 X
The semiclassical approximation is invoked by treating both the rota-
tional and translational motion of the system classically. The limitations
imposed by this common assumption are discussed in standard references. 10
The approximation is unlikely to create any significant limitation for the
present application.
The use of a normal mode approximation to the true CO2 internal
energy states does, of course, involve ignoring an important CO 2 feature:
the close coupling among states in Fermi resonance. Further, terms coupling
the rotational and vibrational motions, created by Coriolis and centrifugal
forces, also are neglected. Finally, the normal mode approximation implies
r.
21
small amplitude vibrational bending and stretching. The model given in this
section obviously cannot shed any information on intramolQcular energy
transfer processes, This specific problem is addressed in Section 6 of this
report. The present analysis, however, is directed toward calculation of
the rate for the basic V-Tvibrational excitation process. For this purpose,
the normal mode approximation can provide use ll ul information.
The last two approximations can be discussed together. Inaccuracies
arising from use of the linearized potential and from the decoupling approxi-
mation can only be assessed in detail by performing a calculation in which
these approximations are not made. A check of this nature involves numer-
ical solution of the more general classical equations of motion for the CO "M
system, with consequent loss of the computational advantages of the present
model. Section 4 details such a general system of equations, in a form7 suit-
able for numerical integration. It is planned to perform this more exact
calculation for a few check cases in order to establish definite limits on the
validity of the decoupled calculation.
Pending the detailed comparison of the linearized, decoupled calculation
with the exact classical calculation, some qualitative assessments of the
limitations of the simpler model can be made. It is not expected that linear-
ization of the potential in the vibrational displacements will affect the quali-
tative nature of the calculated AE V^'s or Fm) 's	 The sensitivity of the cross
sections to small changes in the intermolecular potential has, however, often
been demonstrated for inelastic processes of this type. It must be assumed,
therefore, that the inclusion of higher order potential terms may have an
effect on the magnitude of the calculated cross sections, particularly at lower
collision energies.
	 I
Turning to the effect of the decoupling approximation, 4, a: definite
consequence of this approximation can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5. The values
of the rotational energy chosen for these curves bracket the energy range of
interest. The I Z, 3 h i, run represents an extreme case. It should be noted
that the AEA
 curve for E 
'4'7* /h V	 12. 3,	 1, shows a AE, greaterI ) Initial =
than the total available energy in collision at translational energies greater
22
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than ^ 1 0 h)l , This violation of energy conservation reflects the fact that
one of the model assumptions fails at extremely high energies. It will be
recalled that the present semiclassical model assumes that the translational-
rotational motion of the colliding molecules is not affected by molecular
vibration. This decoupling approximation is not valid at extremely high
energies, when the period of collisional interaction becomes smaller than
the period of vibrational oscillation. Under such conditions, the vibrational
motion is strongly coupled to the external (translational and rotational) motions
of the molecules. The high energy failure is also evident in the bending mode
( ^ = 2) curve, for ( Es?or Ihp ) Initial = 12. 6, It does not appear in the present
runs for the ( Z = 3) curves, since the period of the asymmetric stretching mode
is considerably shorter than the other CO2
 
modes. This high energy limita-
tion should not be of importance, however, even in the rather large energy
range ( 0 to I ev ) of current interest. Note that the model failure occurs
when the total energy available in collision, E-r + ERor approaches 20 hp.
At the temperatures of interest, collisions with so large an available energy
are rare,
S
3. MONTE CARL  CALCULATIONS
In the paragraphs below we will discuss the form of the integrals and
the scherne to be used for the Monte Carlo thermal averaging of the V T
transition probabilities developed in Section 2.
Using the coordinate system shown in Fig. 10, one can select a par-
ticular collision trajectory by specifying the initial position of the incoming
structureless particle in spherical coordinates ( R,, 19, initial, 0.), the 
ox  atation of the GO 2 molecule ( 0x., 13, ), the initial rotational velocity
Wo of the CO molecule, and the initial relative velocity V. between the
molecules. Here the subscript zero has beea used to indicate the initial
valucs for the coordinates,
However, this coordinate system is completely arbitrary in orientation
and is not the most convenient one to use for the quadrature. Consequently,
we now choose a second coordinate system (dependent upon the parameters
of the collision) such that the % ^ -plane is coincident with the plane deter-
rnined by the line joining the centers of the two molecules (i. e, the direction
specified by	 above) and by the initial relative velocity V.
The orientation of this new coordinate system is completely specified if we
choose the X-axis to be parallel, but oppositely directed to V,,
In this new coordinate system the incoming structureless particle appears
as shown in, Fig. 11. Now the initial parameters needed to specify the inter-
action are six in number: the magnitude of the incoming relative velocity V.
the impact parameter b for the collision, the orientation 	 of the
axis of the CO. molecule (now referred to the new coordinate system, but
measured in the same fashion as shown in Fig. 10), and the angular velocity
( WOL 0 9 W/3 . ) of the CO2 
 
molecule. (Note that only two components are required
to specify the angular velocity vector since this vector is orthogonal to the
CO2
 
molecular axis. )
One further alteration is needed to simplify the selection of the initial
parameters for each collision trajectory. Rather than specify the initial
angular velocity of the CO2
 
molecule by the parameters Way and 
'J,4, , we
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Fig. 10
Choose the magnitude p of the angular momentum and an angle I defining the
direction of the angular momentum in phase space. 	 and WI, are found
from 	 and i as follows.,	
-L	 ,  	 AW	 , p SMO^O
WAO	
_1 b 
Co's
The idea of the Monte Carlo calculation is to select "at random" the
six initial parameters mentioned above for each of a large number of colli-
sions, and from the computation of the corresponding trajectories to do.duce
the the rmally-ave raged energy transfer to the vibrational modes of the CO2
molecule.
The Monte Carlo calculation of interest to us starts with. ini ,
-),grals for
1	
'0	 th
the :Mateof transition from the M - vibrational level to the )I vibra-
tional level in the i h mode (where G 1, 2 # 3 or 4). This rate depends upon
the number density )7,9 of atoms the number density hco, of CO molecules
and temperature T as well as 'upon the parameters di and r-Y	 20 3)
describing the inte).4,action potential. If we denote by 104 	 ( 6,0 the pi,obabIlity
for a transition in the 4" mode from state YK to state YI	 then
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where	 is a cu • -off impact parameter
P	 (6 1)	 r e
	
and	 = rn;n ( Yn, n
oyn - J)!	
P,
Dividing by the collision rate (the number of collisions per unit volume
per unit time)
	 4 -17 b	 A CO	 7	 M /Z	 we obtain the
-thprobability of a transition from state m.to state ),t in the 4 mode
.4
t	 1 M^ a
m K z Z	
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CE
°	 °	 (3.1)
The central, problem arising in any Monte Carlo calculation is the
determination of a scheme or algorithm which will require a minimal time
to calculate a reliable result. Such a scheme is termed efficient. The usual
method for increasing the efficiency of a calculation is through the utilization
of variance reducing techniques. 29, 30 The variance is a measure of the
accuracy of a particular scheme after a given number of trials. If one scheme
is estimated to have a smaller variance than a second scheme, generally the
fo.-mer will be more efficient than the latter.
However, in the case of Eq (3. 1) the efficiency of the c0r-i.r.Iation can be
examined in a broader sense. The integral in Eq (3. 1) depends upon 'the tem-
perature, and evaluation of this integral is desired for many values of the
temperature within the range 0< T < 15000°K. The integrals over d.o
A , ^j and 6 do not involve temperature and can be performed by a straight-
forward application of the Monte Carlo technique. Examination of the integrals
over V, and _P shows that the integrand is a product of two factors, the Boltz-
mann distribution involving T and the transition probability for a collision
P,m n (61)
A trajectory calculation is required for each evaluation of the latter
quantity, and these calculations are the most time-consuming aspect of the
Monte Carlo computation. The integral., if evaluated by separate calculations
for each of Al values of the temperature, would require MN trajectory deter-
minations, where N is the iiumber of ordinates evaluated for each tempera-
ture. On the other hand, if the integral for Pmrz T	 could be evaluated
for all M values of temperature for only one set of N trajectory calculations,
a great saving in computational time could be achieved. At the highest end
27	
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of the temperature range, where the Boltzmann distributions are broad and
not sharply peaked, this procedure should be very effective,
Mathematically, the device just described is carried out by utilizing the
variance reducing technique called importance sampling. If the integrand is
denoted by	 0(o A,	 h) VO I	 the integral for	 can bemn
written as
2 Ir	 b 
(T)	
V 
d
00	
c
0 13,	 b) Vo llb
Old
We multiply and divide f by
(al o) 13o el b s VO)	 M V.a I
	
CZ sn^o^	
jb Z
s o that	
a v4	 1A 1,^
ir	 7f
m n(T	
00
)	 at	 Q^
le,	 /0 C, /:" fa 	/0 b 00 V,	 -Ib
	The choice of the functional form of	 with respect to V, andis
110
dictated by heuristic considerations. If one were to examine a container
filled with a mixture of CO
2 
molecules and. inert monatomic molecules, and
if one labeled all random collisions between one of each type of molecule, the
probability for energy transfer in a selection of N collisions would be simu-
lated by an N -term Monte Carlu computation. The initial relative velocity
V,1 and angular momentum	 of the CO molecule would be chosen ''at ran-
Z
don'' from a Boltzmann distribution for these quantities at the characteristic
temperature ^ of the mixture. Therefore, a Boltzmann-type probability
density function Y at a ficticious temperature ?^ would be an intuitive choice.
Since the probability Pt' n (6 1 ) for energy transfer in any particular col-
lision is small except for the most energetic collisions, the collisions with
large initial values of V, and _P will contribute most to the energy transfer
process. Therefore, the ficticious temperature '1A is expected to be some-
vvliat 'hicrli p r flian the ;;rfil;;]	 in fli p i-nft-.cr-rn1
f, 4
?,A ) I"- together with the new integration
and Z, = blb *
 . The expression for
A
ar	 I
(T)	 s i n 113, 	 Ila V ,	 Z'rkt	 /. 17^ /"
cl 	 '' )' V 2 4-2-	 T 2 	 T
variables zr V,,IV,,p
mn becomes
-^ ^ 2 1
a
t n (64, 
)1 (3.2)
For the Monte Carlo estimate of this integral the probability density
function is given by Y ( 0c, 160 t Y o ^ s w , I ; 0- ). A large number
N of sets of values for ct
-, I AO 0 X , J1 , zr and ^ are selected at random
from this density function. Note that each set of values represents initial
conditions for a trajectory and that each set is independent of the particular
value chosen for T in the integral. Let the A th set of values be denoted by
(A >	 1(k)CX. O ^ A*S	 and	 , and
	
T;	 m , Y? ) = ( -2!
T "
	
[- 
2
2 (V z+ 2 ) ( I - 1 )] P n ( 6i(4))) 11^	 T	 d	 m (3. 3)
W' ' :° 	 Yt	 Le	 has been evaluated for the A tH set of values. The Monte
Carlo approximation to	 (T) is given b;
	
Pmn (r)	 T; i ^ m ) n) (3.4)
while the variance, an estimate of the magnitude of the error involved in the
integral, is given by
AJ
2	
J2
Y1 )
	
] 2
N	 IF
	
(V O T; i ) M	 (T)	
(3 . 5)
*01
We reiterate that the single set of N trajectory calculations allows us
to compute	 (T) for several values of 7'	 The initial values for each
trajectory are selected at random from the probability density	 which is
independent of 7'	 The corresponding values of i	 are computed
for each trajectory, these values also being independent of T 	 Finally, for
any particular T the factors F are calculated, using the
and these factors are summed to give the estimate of P,1, (T).
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For a range of temperatures this technique will be quite accurate.
However, for temperatures beyond this range-, the tech,-iique will begin to
fail as a result of the lack of accuracy. Such loss will be evidenced by an
increased 0'
P 
and also by a poorer convergence in 	
e	
as a function
of the number N of trajectories.
We expect this procedure to yield accurate results over the widest tem-
perature range for a given ^ at the highest temperatures. At the lower tem-
peratures a single value of ^ will allow computation of the integral over a
much smaller range of temperatures. However, in this range the functional
form of P	 obtained from the Monte Carlo computations at theM PL
higher temperatures will allow an optimal choice of ?)- for the temperature
of interest.
s W
4. FOUR.-BODY CLASSICAL DESCRIPTION OF CO 2 -M. COLLISIONS
In this section, a completely classical four-body analysis for CO2-M
collisions is developed, without the decoupling approximation of Section 2.
4.1 HAMILTON'S EQUATIONS
Consider the four-body system of particles A, B, C, 1:) with masses
M,q , m 's , m c , m D , respectively. (For later specialization to CO2-M
collisions, A = M; ,B, D, = O; C = C), Let
	
Qj (j = 1, 2 0
 3) be the Car-
tesian coordinates of A with respect to the center of mass of BCD, Let
Q'1 (j w 4, 5, E) be the Cartesian coordinate of B with respect to D. Let
Qi (j = 7, 8, 9) be the Cartesian, coordinates of C with respect to the center
of mass of BD	 Finally, let
	 Qf (j = 10, 11, 12) be the Cartesian coor-
dinates of the center of m.asa of the ABCD system.
The system Hamiltonian in terms of these coordinates and their con-
jugate mornenta fay, is
N	 Z, (2 M•p,H_A)-^ 
P`2 
+ tz µp,a)-^ +3 + (21.4, o^41 P +^
/	 (4-1)
where
yn0q(m3+rn1+yn0)	 _ rno mD
* t
The equations of motion are, accordingly;
	
A,M . R P	 (4-2, 3o4)
Q 1 + 3	 µ'a ,p LP.
	
+3	 (4-51 6, 7)
-i	 (^
Q 4 +b	
^'^' c,B+D ( 1 +6	 (4-8, 9 s 10)
P,
	
	 (4-11, 12, 13)a ^^
az
+3` -	 (4-14, 15, 16)a Q^+3
^4 # + b; - 
a?3I	 (4-17, 18, 19)
a Qz+,.
Q` -
t
1, 2 0 3	 18 equations in all.
r
4.2 POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS
Theotential functionp 	 can be written . as the sum of two parts, the
intermolecular potential V INY"&M	 and the intrarriolecular potential for the
CO2 molecule, v,NrRA	 We discuss each of these in turn.
Intermolecular Potential. Function
We take this potential to be a linear combination of four point-center
interactions
32
J!
f^
* 4
4
V,Nrrot (r'-) = Z f,, (r'.)
4.1
(4-20)
r, , ( 4 - 1, ?) 3) represents the distance from the incident particle to the ith
nucleus of the CO., molecule. rj, is the distance between the center of
mass of the molecule and the center of mass of the incident particle.
We have tentatively chosen, as in Section 2, for the
	 simple
exponential interactions. In particular, for the potentials centered on the
nuclei, repulsive exponentials are used:
f^  - Ce 
a " 
re 	
i = i t Z,3	 (4-21)
For the potential between the mass centers, an attractive exponential
is used:
It
4
 = - C4 e	 (4-22)
The distances r, can be written in terms of the generalized coordinates
Qi
t
3
	
	 e+ IMP	 2 
1/2
	
j =, C^ QJ	 PL	 ) Qj. .,] 1	 (4-23)
	
+	
Y^l 
P	
) Q ^+3 — " 
a '2	
2 } I/?-	 (4-24i
(	 + Yr	 i+6j =1 1	 0	 PL	 I
*. M
r.	 7— j	 (4-26)J-011 '
for A	 1, 2, 3
Intrarnolecular Potential Function
In the classical.. model discussed in this section, attention is confined
to harmonic vibrational potentials in the CO? molecule. (A model to examine
the effects of anharmonicity in CO z- M collisions is discussed in Section 6.
I£ S1 1 S2 '1 53 are the dimensional displacements in the normal
mode directions for CO 2
 
(see Appendix B) we have:
3
V,
,urRA	 +	 Gil s i!
	
(4-27)
where
6, - / Qi , / - 2 J,	
(4-28)
S^ - l "Gj^b X ^^+3 /	 / Q^+3/	
(4-29)
ATo obtain the derivatives of the potential with respect to the ai
used iii, the equations of motion (4-; 1 - 4-19), we use the chain rule-,
i-^ Lrk 	 SK
Q(4-31)j	 qQi)
Initial Conditions
We require the specification of nine Qi I s and nine P $ I s 	 ToI
specify these, we take the initial orientation. 	 the molecule aiid incident
atone as follows:
The xyz system is so chosen that its origin is at the center of mass
of the molecule (point P ) and the zy plane is the plane of bending, The
equilibrium molecular axis lies along P-y 	 B' C' D' are the equilibriumq
(non-vibrating) positions of the iiuclei in the molecule, B-C-D are the
actual initial positions of the nuclei, after they have been given some vibra-
tional displacement (arbitrary, except that P-y must be the molecular
axis, P must be the C. M, location, and B' C' D I must remain in the zy
plane),
Incident Atom
P I 	 Q,	 Sj #	 j I I = 1, 2, 3, are the generalized coordinates of the inci-
dent atom, whose initial value specification we shall discuss first.
From the figure, we see
cos5; n 6)	 (4-32)
QZ . R .5 1 , ft e 51 
1 
ft 0	 (4-33)
Q-3 x. R cos e
	 (4-34)
Thus, Q 1, 2 0 3 requires specification of
	
R o P	 6), 1	 750 . it can
also be shown that:
/4A, M . 9 VR (CO-5	 . 1 1	 L	 C 0COS' 	 S-Z'17 6' COS	 S't' if S'tA & sin	 COS 4 Sinn 0 
14"IM-R V, (Sin cos 0 sin& cos X + cos 0 Sins stn x- Si - n 4 S;n e COSS
Where 6° 511, 
-1 
b Aq.
angle between the
requires the specification of
90 P	 ^ 0 0
being the impact parameter. X is the
	
and the	 planes, Thus P l o 2 1 3
	V R ,	 and b in addition to Ro
Molecule
P	 Q 4 for	 4p 5 ) 	9, describe the molecule. Figure 3
shows the vibrational displacements in the normal coordinate directions,
51	 S 	 ) S3
S, + ZJ- is the displacement of the two 0 atoms relative to each
other (2 1 is the equilibrium displacement).
52 is the displacement of the C atom I to the figure axis (i. e.
y axis) relative to the line joining the 0 atoms.
5 3 is the displacement of the C atom along the figure axis relative
to the cu m, of the 0 atoms.
We have initially:
Q4 
* 0
= S, + 2,9
0
Q7 0
(28	 S3
Q9 52
Thus, Q 4, 5	 9 requires the specification of initial values for the
normal displacements 51 , 52 P 53
There remains the specification of the conjugate momenta P4
P 5
 , 
 * * P9 1 if 1 4 1 15 0 ^ 6 are the Cartesian coordinates of B ,
A
, j 8 , q 9 are the Cartesian coordinates of C, and I 10 ' 	 11
12 are the Cartesian coordinates of D, it can be sh,)wn that,
??'t Yn
4+4
	
kLVOO'fD ^144'	 M_	 p,	 ^ 14.9
Thus, the p specifyingroblem of 	 10 ^.	 ^	 P ^.. , P 
9 
becomes a problem of 	 t
specifying	 ^^ +^ " i	 4*^	 and^,^ + ^s1 4 h6 K ^ +y ► i. e. ,	 the vel-
ocities of particles B , C,	 D in the molecule.	 If is the rotational
velocity of the molecule, and
	
^ *3	 ^	 ^' 
	 a ' 	 4,+9 are the velocities(due to vibration) of B , C , D with respect to the rotating molecular axis,
iU Jt F.
I
^L+ q
	C^ +w+ wx rD
a s
whet e	 re	 c , ro are the position vectors of B , C , D with respe- ­^r,t
to the origin.
If a" , E are respectively the polar and azimuthal angular coor-
dinates of LW	 it can be shown that the initial values of P 4 , P5 ... P9
are given by:
3	 .r
fi = m mD cos o-" w(S^+2^Q)+ 2rnG	 Sin  smEw5,
Yr. 3 + m D	 yn a + mc+ Yn p
P = memA 
5
	
j	 .yrt a + yn v
rn,^-	 Yn
P F	 .P Sin 0"' e,,,)s E ud (S + 21
M e + m,
rn, Mm e + mD )	 m a + ImpP	 stno"sinEw5- Cos rw S
	
7	 me+ m 4;+ m o	 ms+ynC+mo
	
3
P	
m
	
^ m^C, + rno) 
[ S39 	 - scn 6- cos E u, SZ
YYI^ (YYte +. Yn D)	 m e + m D	 yn,F=	 S+	 stn 0 cos E W S+	 w S
Y14o
 + Ync + ,	
z	 Yns }Ync+Y11D	 r	 yn8 +yAt+ rn,, 	3m
Finally, for the initial orientation of Fig, 12,
W = C WOLa + w^ 4 wr2
whe re W 	 is the initial molecular rotational velocity about the ^ -axis,
W13 is the initial molecular rotational velocity about the % axis, and
W21 is the angular velocity (initially about the ^ axis) associated with
rotation of the bending plane of the Cp l
 
molecule.
5. ANALYTICAL STUDIES
5.1 MODELING OF THE EFFECT OF POTENTIAL ANISOTROPY AND
MOLECULAR ROTATION
The models for CO Z -M molecular collisions developed in this report
have retained the effect of molecular rotation; the intermolecular potential
function is not sp, t^ically symmetric, and the CO 2 molecule is allowed to
rotate during the collision. The equations of motion for such a system are
much more complex than those for the more commonly adopted colinear or
spherically symmetric models. As discussed in the preceding sections,
anything approaching an exact solution of these equations can only be achieved
by numerical integration. It is desirable, however, to have some analytic
means of examining the effect of molecular rotation on the vibrational relaxa-
tion process, if only to give the qualitative dependence of the cross sections
on rotational velocity. This section presents an analysis of a greatly simplified
model that provides such a guide to rotational effects.
The analysis is confined
 
to the symmetric stretching mode of linear
molecules. For specivity, we consider the CO 2 symmetric stretching mode,
using the notation of Section 2. The results will be applicable to any linear
triatomic or diatomic molecule.
The model analyzed here is a further approximation to the model a":;sump-
tions of the decoupled, normal-mode study of COZ -M collisions ,given in Sec-
tion 2. In that section, it was shown that if the effect of vibrational motion on
the classical trajectory for the collision was neglected, and if the intermolec-
ular potential was linearized in the; vibrational displacements, the classical
energy transferred to the syrx'metric stretching mode during collision is given
by;	 a
(5-1)
2µ
..
the collision is represented in f ( t ), the (linear) forcing function for the
symmetric stretching mode. This is given by Eq (2-7a) of Section 2 as
C 04 e	 [I cosCo  h ((x .1 CO.56) ")+ cos O" sin h(a I cos eR (5-2)
Following Parker, 23 the hyperbolic functions are expanded in a Fourier
series. The Fourier coefficients are found to be the integral representations
for Bessel functions of imaginary argument
00
cos h (a,. cos OH )
_Tp-n((XLX	 e 
Pa n L. e	 (5-3)
sin h(al cos 01 ) (64 a e (5-4)
These are expansions in terms of a potential anisotropy parameter,
a ll 11L the ratio of the anisotropy	 to the potential range L	 The
coefficients decrease with increasing order, falling off more rapidly with
decreasing OLJ.
whe re
Substituting (5,2), (5-3), and (5-4) into (5-1) gives
-2caaa 	 Sn I
- 00 	(5-5)
( W't + an 09
SML 11q (t) e	 d t	 (5-6)
100
i I , I (I	 1	 (5-7)R 2n	 2n+1 + 2M-d
To this point, the analysis has been formal and remains general. Equa-
tions (5-5) - (5-7), however, do display explicitly the sensitive dependence of
rotational effects on the anisotropy parameter 11L. It is seen that the effect
of molecular rotation (which enters the expression principally through the
0'(t) parameter) will be considerable for those cases in which the higher
.h
S
tr
.. n
To make further analytical progress, mathematically tractable approxi-
mate forms for t9n (t) and e '( t ) must be obtainer,' allowin; integration of
511 . We proceed to enumerate physical approximations which lead to a
tractable model.
We assume:
1. Coplanar interactions, with all motion in the atom-molecule plane.
2. No translation- rotation coupling. This leads to the molecule pos-
sessing constant rotational velocity during the collision, and enables
R (t) to be calculated on the 'basis of a spherically symmetric
interaction.
3. The classical form of the "modified wave number" (MWN) approxi-
mation will be introduced.
Some discussion of these approximations is necessary. The first
assumption will hardly change the nature of the phenomena being investigated,
as most features are retained in coplanar interactions, (We also note that
the available classical.machine solutions 4, 15 for vibrational excitation of a
rotating diatomic are confined to the coplanar case, and therefore direct
comparison of the present approximate theory and these exact numerical
solutions will be possible. )
The second assumption is supported by the detailed machine calculations
of Gros q and lierschbach31 for rigid rotator-atom collisions The find that
the deviation in the translational trajectory created by physically reasonable
potential anisotropies is generally small. More importantly, for cases in
which the molecular angular momentum is large compared with the orbital
angular momentum, the effect of changes in rotational energy is small. Since
we are most interested in the effects of large rotational velocities, the approxi-
mation is appropriate. fn general, the approximation is poorest, for high-
impact -parameter, high-energy collisions. These are also the trajectories
for which the MWN approximation (see below) is poorest, However, large
impact-parameter collisions are the least important for effecting vibrational
transition. 3
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*".:"he MWN approximation enables non-zero impact parameter collisions
to be treated. First developed by Takayanagi for quantum mechanical treat-
ments of vibrational excitation, its classical analog has been used by Nikitin. 32
Detailed comparison by Takayanagi 33 with calculations made by Salkoff and
Baue r 33 without this approximation show that it is good at least to energies
of a few eV. The nature of this approximation is best shown by discussing
the trajectory equations:
Using the coordinate system of Fig. 10, if we confine the interaction
to the %V plane, (9 = 13 = V12 . Invoking approximation (2), the collision
trajectory is governed by the equations of motion
0 2
	 d ^V(R)
M R - R^f
	Ct R	 (5-8)
and
a
RP =R a i,, =V.b0 (5-9)
where RO and 4;o are the values of R and ^ at the classical turning point, and
the other notation is the same as that of Section 2. From these equations, the
well-known integral of motion for the time-distance relationship is obtained:
-1/2
t = CV„^ l ^ - 6^/R 2 ) - 2h1
In.	
—	
(5-10)
where -t = 0 at R = R,, .
The basis of the MWN approximation is to replace the centrifugal term
in (5-10) with its value at the classical turning point, b 
2 
IRO?	 This
st:b. stil ;ution is justified by the fact ,that the maximum contribution to the per-
turbation integral J in ' (5- 1) comes from the re gion near the turning point.
Finally, in the same spirit as this approximation, we replace 	 (R,, IR)
by its value at the turning point,
	 ;Zz	 and replace the (small) (.IIR)I,h
term in Eq (5-7) by
With these an-Droximations. En 13-121 can he ii-Aearated for V 1 R 1 criven
pi (^
	
e - azR	 K, Cosh( 04 Vol t 	 KZ ,	 (5-11)2
whe re
(2 M 1/ C, + C ) 9z	 C (-12j
—	 M G^	 K	 M V;
	Using (5-11) and	 e	 of -	 (WR -- 	 t +	 where
u
w R is the rotational velocity of the molecule and is an arbitrary phase angle,
Eq (5-6) becomes;
	
od	 Z of n t' -!
2 n c y,	 ^	 o^ t
S 	 a e 	_r^ 
y	
n	
_a CK 1 cash( z' Vp„ t).KZ^ Z	(5_14)
whe re
a n ^'R Tn ^ l Izn +1
	
O	 7
tj n rt t 1 + 2 n (CJ^ - a
Eq (5-14) can be integrated by contour integration, yielding
Wn
	
na1 
v^ (Kl2- f(a	 c:osec h a, V.	 Cot ¢ cosh oL V ( -,..
	
+ 2cJh 
stn h 
	 (il -	 (5-15)
a,9..	 falvo.	 ,
where
^ _ cos ' CKz / K, )
Using Eq (5-1), we have for the classical amount of energy transferred to
S N
i	 a .
Using (5-15), and integrating over phase ='4 reduces this expression to the sum
of square terns:
^/ ^,+	
yJ
4 !l C ^	 rl 
a Ao	 Z
 T [T_ a 	?_	 anil	 217.1)
kL QO 
(I<,,' —
 
 
KZ "
	 _a.o0
	
P_ 
2VWM 	2r.+l	 a wn	 awn
cosec h -a cot 0 cos h 
70-1
	
C 1f - ) +	 sin h a v ^7't- ¢ )
11
An especially simple case of Eq (5-17) occurs at higher collision energies,
when the influence of the attractive part of the potential is negligible. At the
higher energies, M V ? >> C4 , so that K2 = C+ l M V s . Note that C4 .
 0(I0 C, )
so that K, » KZ at high energies, and	 -- I	 For this cac p: ;
 Eq (5-17)
reduces to:
	
z ^
	 a
© y
417 M
	 2	 am 4.1 + ,r n M	 Line Cosec h 2 27r ttJ
H slh ^ ^ ^^"
	
r r »
	 9 oe	 Qi-Vol, 
(5-18)
Figures 1s and 14 are plots of ,.lin. dE'
E.	
nondimensionalized trans-
lational energy, r , where  = 2 M V,	 These calculations were per-hL
formed for zero impact parameter, b- D cases. The vibrational parameters
are thoos e of the symmetric stretching mode of Cat	(The potential param-
eters are values for CO. - 9#-	 collisions, taken by matching the Morse
potential of Eq (2-5a) to the L,ennard-Jones viscosity parameters tabulated
in Ref 28.) In Fig. 13, the repulsive potential centers have been taken to be
at a distance (I ) of half the equilibrium C-O separation in the COZ
 molecule.
In Fig, 14, -1 is equal to the equilibrium C-o separation. The three curves
shown in each figure are for various amounts of molecular rotational energy
1
LR /ham where E = _j
* I W R
The large difference in magnitude between Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 illustrates
It is a consequence of the decoupling approximation (2), that enables imme-
diate integration over rotational phase. The same feature occurs with
respect to vibrational phase in obtaining Eq (5-1).
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Mel''
the sensitivity of the calculated AEI's to the degree of potential anisotropy,
i, e. , to the ratio Ocall- )/L , As mentioned previously, this dependence on
the potential anisotropy is evident In the original expansion, Z-;qs (5-5) - (5-7).
The approximate analytic furniul,-.4 for AEv , Eq (5-18), however, displays
these features more explicitly.
Examining the sum in Eq (5-18) shows two effects of increasing the
ratio (X 2.'JPP - 1/4
	)1
i) The influence of molecular rotation is increased, inasmuch
as the higher order tornis in Eq (5 - 18) contribute more
I	 ^^	 rnheatiros of the coefficients a notsign i ficantly to tho su , t
decreasing so rapidly with Yt
ii) The actual magnitude of AEv is critically dependent on 04,-1
since the coefficients o,, increase rapidly with increasing
all .
Correlation of recent calculations 35' 36 of rotational relaxation times
(using machine computation of coplanar rigid • rotator cillisions) with experi-
mental data suggests placeinemt of the repulsive centers at approximately half
the equilibrium nuclear separation. An accurate value is, however, quite an
open question. The anisotropy constant must be regarded in the same light
-, rameters 04	 a4 ,	 C+ in the model potential.as the other p^.P	 I :
Figures 13 and 14 also illustrate the effect of molecular rotation. For
those values of Er < ER , there is a considerable increase in AEv for the
rotating case, compared to the nonrotating case. For a given E-r , this
enhancement increases with ER . Above E 7_ ER the enhancement due to
rotation is not as marked; it appears that the rotational and translational
energies are approximately equal in their contribution to AEv .
Figures 15 and 16 show A-Ev calculated for zero impact parameter and
for molecular parameters characteristic of 02 - Rr collisions, using Eq (5-18).
(For these curves, the repulsive potentials have been centered on the equilib-
rium nuclear positions. ) These curves are qualitatively similar to the exact,
classical coplanar OZ -Pr solutions of Kuksenko and Lesov 15
 and of Benson
t!
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Iand Berend. 4* These curves also demonstrate the rotational effects discussed
in the preceding paragraph. Figure 15 plots the results in a way similar to
the plots of Kuksenko and Losev; Fig. 16 is similar to the plot given by Benson
and Berend. It is found that our analytic zero-impact parameter case is 0[1011
larger than the machine calculated 6E ,'s of Ref 15 which were averaged over
impact parameter, Some of this difference is undoubtedly due to the effect of
non-zero impact parameter, but the analytical; result, Eq (5-18), definitely
greatly over estimates the magnitude of AC-v, particularly for E. ZP E ,  (so e
discussion below).
The curves in the preceding figures were prepared for b ° 0 Taking
D also impliesp R z
	
0	 For 6 4 0, 
	
4 0 . The physical inter-
pretation of the effect of nonzero	 is straightforward; depending on the
sign of
	
relative to wR , the collision partner's motion can either add or
subtract a component to the effective collision velocity crea' C^d by the rota-
tional motion. Figure 17 is a plot of AFv (calculated from Eq (5-18) versus
impact parameter, b , for tho LJV =O case. It appears that a reasonably correct
modeling of the dependence of AE, on impact parameter can be obtained.
Finally, a comparison is possible with the (more exact) AEI's calculated
using the decoupled normal mode (DNM) classical model of Section 2. Figure
18 shows such a comparison, for CO. symmetric stretch- Or collisions. It
should first be noted that any decoupling approximation will involve a violation
of energy conservation. This is reflected. in Fig. 18, where both sets of
curves exhibit a high energy failure, in the sense that when the available
energy ET + E R > > h v	 , then 0 E,,	 ET + E R	 violating energy
conservation. The effect is, however, much more marked in the approximate
analytical calculation; agreement with the DNM model is best for cases where-
in E. >> E	 as might be expected from the decou in assumptions whichh	 R	 r	 l^	 g	 P	 p^ g
	
p
=,< There is however, one important effect of rotation which the analytical
treatment is unable to model even qualitatively. This is the dependence
of the classical turning point location on the ratio of translational to rota -
tional energies, and is discussed by Benson and Berend. 4 This effec t
causes a greater influence of rotation at higher translational energies
than is shown by the present result.
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'Aw
led to the analytical result, Eq (5-18). It is this feature which limits the
usefulness of the analytic result to investigation of qualitative features only.
5. 2 THERMAL AVERAGING Or, COLINE AR ''V'-T TRANSITION PROBABIL-
ITIES
A further analytic study was undertaken in support of the thermal
averaging calculations treated in Section 3. As discussed in Section 3, the
V* 7 transition probabilities as given by Eq (2-13) must be averaged over a
thermal distribution of initial trajectory parameters to obtain the dependence
of the V-T excitation cross sections on temperature. Generally, this is to be
accomplished by machine integration (see Section 3). However, as a guide
to such calculations, this section discusses analytic thermal integration of
the transition probabilities of Eq (2-13), for a simple colinear interaction.
Equation (2-13) gives the quantum mechanical, transition probability for
a collisionally induced transition between the states 0 , ti of a harmonic
oscillator to be:
Pan	 (5-19)
.W
Reference 3 discusses the analytic evaluation of Ci for the colinear
collision of an atom q with a molecule 6- C , initially in its ground vibrational
state.	 Substitution of the analytic result for t i into Eq (5-19) gives:
F" M - n 11 A"  V 2h see h ah 2 1AJ L
V
where
V = relative translational velocity of the atom and molecule
^0
—
2 	 Yk1	 Yn C	 )a
11 W µ ( Ma + YAQ
oscillator radial frequency
oscillator reduced mass	 Ma Me
m
e
 + MC,
Yr A C Y" 6 + MC)YY1	 system reduced mass 	
MA + me+ Ole.
L	 exponential range of atom-molecul;^ potential
If this transition probability is averaged over a one-dimensional Maxwellian
distrib­.Ation of translational velocities, there is obtained
M "'.0 z V
Y01 	 anti	 M V?	 2 20
1P 	 V	 -	 .,s h(E^—"-)] +	 R V see h (al^l	 V )I dVKT	 V	 2KT
.00
The integrand of this expression is sharply peaked near the maximum of the
exponential factor. Integration is accomplished by expanding the argument
of the exponential about its minimum, value. This minimum value is easily
shown to occur at a value of V=Vc, given by the solution of the following trans-
cendental equation:
V .3C	
2wL	 z	 Z( 2 WL	 (LO—Lti= 4	 L ta hn	 P Ve see	 CVc + 2 4AtanhKT 	 V C
For those cases (corresponding to the lower temperatures) i n which
V4
an approximate value of V. Vm is obtained by taking tan h ( Vc )^^ 1	 {
see	
0
giving
4mWL1<	 3
For n 1 this last result is the Schwartz-Slawsky-Herzfeld formula for the
critical velocity. At the higher temperatures, however, Eq (5-23) is inaccv.-
rate, and the complete solution of Eq (5-22) must be used. Figures 19 and 20
give a comparison of the approximate (Eq 5-23) and exact solutions of Eq (5-22)
using the molecular parameters of the asymmetric stretching mode and the
bending mode of COZ	 (Solution of Eq (5-22) was accomplished using a machine
Newton-Raphson iteration. ) It is seen that at the higher temperatures, the
critical velocity is less than the values given by Eq (5-23). "Softer" vibrational
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modes, characterized by lower frequencies, show considerable divergence
between V, and Vm
Having determined V, , the argument of the exponent in t- q (5-21) is
expanded in powers of V- V,,, and terms beyond ( V- Va ) 2 are neglected. Equa-
tion (55-21) can then be integrated analytically, yielding the result.-
1/Z	 0	 11
P
	
. [I e 	- f- (Ve	 (2 MY)J	 Ir	 Zh+1'	 +
on(T)	 M 1 ve-XT Owdlv
where f (V ) is the argument of the exponent in Eq (5-21),
Equation (5-24) is displayed, again for the asymmetric stretching and
the bending modes of COz in Figs. 21 and 22. It is seen that even at 15, 000°K,
the probability of multiple jumps is smaller than the single jump probability.
For almost all cases of interest, the sum appearing in Ea (5-24) is very close
to one, terms beyond the V-- 0 term being negligibly small. At sufficiently
high temperatures, however, Pom T ) will approach asymptotic values, as
the distribution of molecular velocities becomes less sharply peaked. In this
limit, V,, goes to a limiting value independent of T , given by the maximum
of the V P,,,,( V) curves. This effect is observable near 15, 000°K in the curves
for the COz bending mode, Fig. 22. For a stiffer mode, the transition prob-
abilities will, asymptote at some higher temperature. In this limi l., foh (T
becomes proportional to T' I ;
V19 mZh+1
.P,,, (T)	 2h	 V,
n! KT 
V	 Sec hI	 V
O
Numerical comparison of the exact and the approximate integrands shows that
the steepest descent evaluation still remains valid in the high temperature
region. It is found that	 can become less than 1 h as The
ene, rgy transferred in a oohM transition is given by A E v Po, = h	 In
the high temperature limit, therefore, the model of Ref 3 predicts that multiple
quantuin jump transitions will become quite important for energy transfer.
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6. INTERMODE COUPLING MODEL
The calculations discussed in the preceding sections Utili7,.^ a normal-
mode model of the C42 molecule, with no coupling among th, %; various CO,
modes. It is well known, however, that the observed IR and Raman spectra
of COz are not entirely coasistent with a purely normal-mode theoretical
model of the vibrational energy states. The energies of some kinetically
important CO. states can be predicted only if one considers anharmonicity
coupling between normal-mode states having comparable energies. This
mechanism is the well-known Fermi resorance coupling, and it gives rise
to a "mixing'' of some of the normal-mode vibrational wave functions. A
general treatment of CO vibrational excitation should consider transitions
between these mix-sd states, This section is concerned with a model which
will enable V- T transition probabilities to be calculated for transitions among
"mixed'' states. The present model treats the collision as a time-dependent
perturbation acting on COz vibration. The unperturbed CO2 vibrational motion
includes intermode coupling due to anharmonicity,
The Hamiltonian for the normal, uncoupled CO2 modes can be written:
V + e-)^, r, a a ^rz a + -!	 z + ` ---z
4)3 r.
lei	 21 (6-1)
where
	
ri
	are dimensionless coordinates proportional to the normal displace-
ments, and
	 4J,, 	 ?- ,7rV- are the circular vibrational frequencies.
The first order anharmonicity terms are
U	 2 -Irb + 0C
r. P-],, r,	 ,, r, r.	 *1- 06/ -
(6 - 2)
The solution of the following equation for
	 Coe
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6 1 IV + U1 ) P = -C W ,	 (6-3)
i	 3822s 'treated in standard references 0 391, where wave functions and energy
levels are obtained using first order time-independent perturbation theory
for degenerate levels. The wave functions, Y. , are found, to zeroth order
in the approximation, to be linear combinations of the normal mode wave
functions:	
r
	
IP "I V,	 =	 C,	 (6-4)77	 )?	 2-	 71A (Pk
4=0
where	 is the order of the Fermi resonance degeneracy, and the normal
mode wave functions 	 are given by
(6-5)
	1jorej	 ri ) are the standard SN O wave functions:
2.r
u. (r	 N e
	
-/V.V,
G
V V,
is the	 He rmite polynomial of argument r.,
The remaining part of the wave function, R V2 Z (r, e	 is the solution
for the two-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator in polar coordinates
(r2
	
R	 e	 r2 e
	where	 V2° 	 is the associated Laguerre polynomial of
argument r..'
roThe C '-S are found using standard time -independent perturbation theory
(0)for degenerate levels. The C45 are so chosen that the wave functions
are orthonormal.
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Wave function
{o)
	
&I	 i ^/ '^ rz'r 
r3^^	 1a3
p^	 Y e n
State designation.
(vr yz " V3 )
(0 04 0)
The energy levels for the lower C4z states are shown. in Fig. « 23. The
wave functions corresponding to the lowest nine states are given in the follow-
ing table;
I
n
0
^z
	
(0 1 0)	 rx
	
(0 2° 0)	 0. 48	 r, — 0.76(
	
2
(J
	
0" 0)	 0. 76 6	 r,	 0.646 (l--rz
+ e
Energy, cm,.l
n
0
667
1285
1388
1335
5	 (0 3 ` 0)	 0.743	 (2rz-rz ?)e°'z +0.66912— r,r2 e* ^'^	 l 93z
	
0)	 0.669 -^-^zr--r;^e^^-D.743fo2-r,r2 e -'	 z077
I'
7	 (0 3 0)	 r 3 e * 3 2003z
a	 (0 00 i)	 r	 234q
The states in Fermi resonance are linked by braces. It is the spectro-
scopic convention to assign to these mixed levels the term designation of their
larger component.
	
#i
We now consider the behavior of the above system under the action of a
time-dependent perturbation of the form;
t3	 3
ti	
ri r,
As discussed in previous sections, the influence of a collision can be
represented by a potential of this form.
E_
Using standard methods, the solution of the wave equation for the
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perturbed system:
(HV + U) I. V-) P	 (6-7)
can be rephrased in a completely equivalent way as a problem in finding the
coefficients 6-mn ( t ), where
(03	 t1h
?n	 nm(e)
	
(6-8)
fo)
are the combination wave functions given by Eq (6-4). The coefficients
are determined exactly by the solution of the first order eqiiations:
<n JYJ A>b, e_z'nA 
e
A	
1	
(6-9)
whe re	 7? = 0. /) -:, .. -
21?
V- I -A> —	
00 1 - f 00	
Cr d1 r dr3 dal=f f
1:;0 rcw 10 (6-10)
(En EA 1
Equations (6-9) are the so-called interaction representation, and are
completely equivalent to the wave Eq (6-7), no small perturbation approxima-
tion having as yet been introduced. If the C O. molecule is initially in state
m before collision is the probability that it will be in state
I'	
(t - - 00	 byn K (t)
A at time t
AThe evaluation of the matrix elemenus, <)I	 > appearing in Eq (6-9)
becomes increasingly cumbersome as higher order terms are retained in
V(Eq (6-6)). The difficulty does not lie in performing the integration over
the oscillator coordinates S, S e P S 3	 however. At least for the lower
CO. states, the wave functions, as given in Table 1, are quite simple, and
these integrals can readily be evaluated in closed form. The source of com-
plexity lies in the evaluation of the time-dependent coefficients,
	 t	 t
etc. These coefficients involve derivatives of the intermolecular potential
with respect to the vibrational coordinates. Only first order derivatives
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appear in f i ( t ), but second order derivatives occur in 9ii (t ), etc. The
degree of complexity is strongly dependent on the functional form chosen for
the intermolecular potential. The first order coefficir--nt, fl ( t ), and the
second orde-r coefficients, 81 ^ ( t ), have been evaluated for the point center,
pairwise additive exponential interaction potential used in the normal mode
calculations of Section Z.
It is planned to obtain machine solutions of Eq (6-9), including the nine
states listed in Table 1, which contains all COp_ states having a characteristic
temperature < 3504°K. These include the states important in CO. laser
40
action. Sharp and Rapp have programed equations similar to (6-9) and
retained up to ten coupled states, using a Runge-Kutta routine. It, therefore,
appears feasible to make euch multistate calculations, although an investiga-
tion is being conducted to determine the most efficient machine computational
procedure. In the remaining paragraphs of this section, some of the specific
features and difficulties of this formulation are discussed.
Table 2 gives the matrix elements < yt 1r 1A > including only the linear
terms in V	 Two significant features can be seen from these matrix elements:
i) It is found that the interaction potential V removes theJ -doubling
degeneracy-of the V,> 0 states. In Table 2, the 1> 0 states are
primed, the < 0 states are doubly primed. It is to be expected
that the collisional interaction will remove the I degenera,sy,
inasmuch as the interaction depends on the direction of rotation
of the bending plane of the CO. molecule. It should be noted that
this feature effectively increases the number of states appearing
in Eqs (6-9).
ii) Examination of Table 2 also shows that several states that are
close energetically have zero coupling matrix elements, in the
linear approximation to V
	 For example, the laser states,
Both fz	 are expressed as explicit functions of the trajectory
parameters, R e ,	 c4 113	 These parameters are functions of time,
and thus fi	y are implicit functions of t
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TABLE 2	 INTERACTION MATRIX)
t !i
z
3 41 411 51
Q o	 Fx z fz z f 2 ?,/Z 0 0 0
-Yz	
z
_, z '3/: y 2-112.
 	 x C7 0.472
2 fo U 0 0
n
—0.04 f,.
3 p 0 0 ha. 608'
0 —O.a7/	 Z
411
n
D 0
Jr !
rn,!'O
5 ,l
6l
7!
7 11 NOTE
n
z _	 2b * ti 'F2s.
8
j
l
w
4x
MATRIX FOR LINEARLY FORCED CO2
,51 
	 r /1	 //	 4 ^/	 l	 1/
TERM
DESIGNATION
0 0 0 0 0 0 f (0 000)
0, 4 72 ^^ 0 .- 01524 0 0 0 0 (01 ' 0)	 +
0 a, 4 72 A 0 IN-0, 524 	, 0 0 0 (0 /1 0)
1
0.134 ^^ ---a. /.^ 4 ^', '^ ^- 0,072 Vii* o, 0 7z
 fZ
y
o n 0 1(o z 0 0)
e.X08 z 0,606^^ ^.598fz 4,0U ^s^ 0 0 0 (l000)
0.	 7/	 ^, 0 4, 335
 fy* 0 2 7T Q 0 ^0 2 z 0) +
p --0.37/ 2 O - 0, ^^5 z 0 Z`^Z 0 (0 2 t 0)
A '
v O o 0 0 0 0
y(03"0 )+
n
-Fo 0 0 0 0 ^L(o 3 1 0)—
fo 0 0 0 O
fo Q p 0
- o_ 0 (0 J j O) +
fo 0 (0 33 0)—
^o (0 0°/)
i
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00(00 1) and (10 0), are not coupled by the linearized potential.
Many important collisionally induced intrarnolecular \/- V couplings
only occur if quadratic terms such as vi 5 5i are included in
the potential. )"( Therefore, it appears desirable to include the
contribution of second order terms to *V in calculating the matrix
elements.
Thus two major computational pro'14.1 ems in obtaining machine solutions
of Eq (6-9) are now apparent. One problem arises from the additional number
of participating states, due to the I -splitting discussed in i). The second
problem is created by the need for including quadratic terms in V , as dis-
cussed in ii).	 Both these features increase demand on the amount of machine
computation necessary to obtain a solution. While the number of Runge-Kutta
integration steps, for a given collisional trajectory, would not be greater than
that in the normal mode program used in Section 2, the number of operations
per step would be greatly increased. We are presently studying ways to mini-
mize this problem.
It should be noted, however, that in a multistate calculation, such as con-_
ternplated here, collisionally induced transitions still occur between statesfor which '<•n
 I Nr I h > r 0. Only in first order perturbation theory does
<?Z I "V- k> =
 0 imply	 0
Both these problems arise because of the general, three-dimensional treat-
ment of the molecular collision. For coplanar cases, the I -splitting
problem disappears, and the calculation of the second order coefficients
is greatly simplified.
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7. SUMMARY
This interim report has presented the formulation and analyses of
modo,ls which will allow calculation of thernially averaged cross sections for
the vibrational excitation ,j CO2. The basic process modeled is energy trans-
fer from the translational and rotational modes of the gas into the vibrational
modes of the CO 
z 
molecule --what is called) in the report, a V-T process.
The archetype of such a process occurs in the adjustment to thermal equilib-
rium which takes place behind gas-dynamic shocks. Major emphasis to date
has been placed on calculatitig trajectories and energy transfer for the in-
elastic collision of a structureless (i.e., nonvibrating, nonrotating, spherically
symmetric) particle with a CO 2
 
molecule. These results, in terms of inelastic
er(;,, ss sections, are then used with a Monte Carlo scheme to compute thermally
averaged transition probabilities for vibrational excitation.
Previous analyses of inelastic collisions of a CO. molecule with a
second particle have suffered firm at least one of the following restrictions.
(1) The calculation of the inelastic cross section ha,s been restricted to that
of first-order perturbation theory. (Z) The nonspherical nature of the potential
has been neglected. (3) The effect of rotation of the CO 2
 
molecule on the
energy transfer has been neglected. (4) The influence of vibrational bending
of the CO 2
 
molecule on the energy transfer has been neglected. (5) Inter-
mode coupling during the collision has been ignored. The present studies
have been directed toward including these features of the collision in the
amilysis -
Modeling and analysis of the V-T energy transfe r process is treated
principally in Sections 1-3. The decoupled -normal -mode (DNM) model pre-
sented in these sections retains such features as a nonspherically symmetric
intermolecular potential, the influence of molecular rotation, and the infl^ence
of the vibrational bending modes. The inclusion of these features is desirable
,or the specific case of CO 2
 
V-T excitations wherein the role of the bending
modes is expected to be significant.
114%,
As discussed in Section 1, any cross section calculation for the vibra-
tional excitation of CO Z currently must rely on empirically derived potential
data. It is therefore mandatory that a model calculation of thermal V-T
cross sections be sufficiently flexible to allow parametric investigation of the
effects of various potential features, without requiring an impractical amount
of machine computation time, The DNM model per p its con1putation of the
vibrational transition probabilities in such a sufficiently short time. This
reduction in the computational time is achieved in two ways • First, the de-
coupling approximation reduces the number of initial trajectory parameters
involved,, in particular) the need for averaging over the various vibrational
phases and energies is eliminated. Thus the dimensionality of the thermal
cross-section integral (Eq. (3.1)) has been significantly reduced. A second
feature of the DMIf model is that V-T excitation of the various CO 2 modes
can be examined independently. In particular, if the bending mode oxcitation
is the basic V-T mechanism, then the 'V-T excitation of this mode can be cal -
culated separately. A much larger amount, of machine time would be required
if the influence of ail vibrational modes ha I to be incorporated into every tra-
jectory calculation.
While treating the translational an6 rotational modes classically, the
decoupling approximation-, as used in the DNM model of Section 2# allows the
retention of the quantized nature of the vibrational states. 	 For the normal
mode states of Section 2, quantum mechanical probabilities for collisionally
induced vibrational transitions are obtained quite readily from the classical
energy transfer expression (cf. Eq. (2-13)).
	
When anbarmonic coupling among
the CO	 modes is included in the analysis, calculation of the quantum mechan-2
ical transition probabilities is more complex (cf. Section 6).
	 In either rase,
the decoupled semiclassical approach has the distinct advantage of permitting
a realistic description of the strongly quantized vibrational energy modes,
while using a computationally straightforward classical description of the
rotational and translational motion of the system.
The theory developed in this study is meant to be applied over a wide
range of kinetic temperatures.
	 The DNM model is not restricted to low thermal
velocities, as would be the case with a first-order quantum mechanical per-
turbation treatment.
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The thermal averaging of transition probabilities based on the DNM
model is treated in Section 3. The thermal cross-section integral is 6-fold
for the general three-dimensional case, and 4-fold for coplanar cases. The
problem of numerical integration is further complicated by the fact that the
transition probabilities are quite sensitive functions of two of the integration
variables) the initial translational and rotational energies.
Beyond colinear or spherically symmetric cases, the only thermal
averaging of vibrational excitation cross sections is the recent work of
Kuksenko and Losev. 15 That paper presents a calculation of a thermally
averaged V-T cross section for the excitation of 0, upon collision with Ar.
The thermal cross-section integral appears to have been evaluated by straight-
forward numerical quadrature techniques; presumably a rather large number
of trajectory calculations was required to obtain the results presented. Per-
haps for this reason, variation of int ,, rmolocular potential parameters is
limited to varying the exponential range, ,)aramv +or- Potential anisotropy was
not varied.
For the present purposes, the Monte Carlo thermal averaging tech-
nique of Section 3 was developed. For multidimensional integrals, the
Monte Carlo method offers the possibility of reducing the number of trajectory
calculations required over more conventional nurnerical quadrature techniques.
The number of points required for a given quadrature accuracy does not in
	 fq"
crease geometrically with the dimensionality of the integral. However, for
vibrational excitation cross sections; w?'c^rein only collisions occurring in a
rather narrow range of initial t ran slatiQ'-.%-;,'d' and,
 rotational energies contribute
to the integrand, some effective variance reducing technique is necessary.
The variance reducing method discussed in Section 3 promises to be quite
effective for the CO 2
 
vibrational excitation cross sections, giving an accurate
value of the thermal i-ntegral using a computationally feasible number of tra-
jectories. The most important feature of the present technique is that it
appears possible to evaluate the thermal integral over a considerable tempera-
ture range for only one set of trajectory calculations. It is this feature which
makes parametric inverstigation of the potential parameters an essential
aspect of the analysis, appear feasible.
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While the Monte Carlo method of Section 3 has been developed for the
present vibrational excitation calculations, wider applications appear promis-
ing. Calculation of thermal transport coefficients and high -activation-energy
reactive scattering cross sections are two such possibilities.
'Iiie four-body, exact classical analysis reported in Section 4 has been
developed primarily to investigate the range of validity of the decoupled normal
mode model of Section 2. The four-body analysis) however, will provide a
flexible tool for investigation of the classical trajectories involving linear
triatomics. In particular, study of dissociative scattering with this program
will be possible.
The studies reported in Section 5 utilize greatly simplified collision
models to obtain analytic expressions for the vibrational transition probabil-
ities. These analyses have se "rved as a guie,..e in developing the thermal aver-
aging calculations of Sect` (in 3 , They provide easily-evaluated transition
probability expressions, which give qualitatively correct dependence on tra-
jectory parameters.
An anharmonic GO, model is described in Section 6, although calcu--
J
CLk, UL10 with this model have not been performed as yet. T ransition  proual,) 1-
ities to be obtained from such calculations should be of considerable interest
for understanding of CO. gas laser processes. For example, deactivation
of the lower laser level (100*) to the (02'0) state by collision is an important
intramolecular V-V process. 20
 These are two states mixed by Fermi resonance
coupling, with a resonance defect of only 102 cm
	 It is therefore expected
that the probability for this collisionally indu'ced transition will be quite large
The only previous theoretical prediction of this probability is the distorted
wave calculation of Herzfeld, 11 who predicts a value of 3.5 x 10 -3 for the
transition probability at room temperature for CO2 -CO 2
 collisions. Com-
parison with results obtained using the multistate calculation of Section 6 will
add to understanding of the3e processes.
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APPENDIX A
RIGID ROTATOR-ATOM EQUATIONS OF MOTION
I
The classical equations of motion for the collision of a rigid triatomic
rotator model of CO 2
 
with an atom were programmed for numerical inte-
gration using a Runge-Kutta scheme. The equations, as programmed in
dimensionless form, using the notation of Figs. 1-2, are:
4t
n	 n	 ,^
Pf	 MA! - Pd	 (A-9)
A
P^ tan 0 Cot U	 + Sin d cot /3 Sec 0 Pa
Cos (Y sec p +My seC,^
(A-10 )
Equations (A-1) (A-8) are in the Hamilton's form; in Egs. (A-9) and
(x-10), conservation of total, angular momentum about the 4 and
	 axes
has been used to eliminate the differential relation in Pf
 and Pm	 The
angular momenta are evaluated initially, being given by:
M^ sin jf cot 6)	 + Cos	 APO	 -	 slh a cot 113 P + cos d Pd
M _ IF 	 pa
Conservation of angular momentum about the IX axis and also of the total
Hamiltonian are reserved as checks on the numerical computation;
Cos ^ cot 4 PO - scn	 P - cos C cot lg ^a - scn OL P	 (A-11)
const
N =
1
z P	 + z Pa
 
5cn 	 + 2 PR +	 z P®2R F(A-12) ^j
1	 ^ Z	 ^
++P2 R Z SLM 2 O
consf 4:
I
Also
aV
t _	 .
- -- -	 - ,Q	 sc n	 sin
	
sin (d -405S
as
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8 i
Cslnl3 cos e - cos scan e cos (a 45)] S
a/3
.. a, C 1 e	 + d* C4 e	 - az CZ R e	 4, + e	 , 3
aR
+ '^ PoS^ cos 0 + SLn I6 sin O cos Ca o), S
R
where
,o	 ^d 3A 1
C2 = tR + 1 - 2 1 R C CoS13 cos e + sin 13 s in O cos OL -0)
2	 ,. 4 _ ^R ^ I + - ,Q R [cosI13 cos e + scn/^ sin Q cos (U - 45 )I}
The nondimensionalization used is
Characteristic Length:
Characteristic Mass:
Characteristic Time:
where	 is a characteristic velc
moment of inertia, and M is the
Then
Pa
Pa N11 and a similar arrangement applies for	 pigY
Pe	 ,	 Pf	 Mx	 My	 M
PR	 -
P
My
_R	 -
R K
I/M
M
L
Y
4
v
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city to be specified, I is the
reduced mass for CO2-M collisions.
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Initial conditions are based on the orientation of Fig, 11:
Cto
^3o
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1APPENDIX B
VIBRATIONAL DISPLACEMENTS
We refer to ,Fig, 12 and the definitions of S,	 5,	 59 given
on page	 The molecular axis is defined as the line parallel to the O - O
internuclear distance that passes through, the molecular c. xn. * Using the
definitions of Q^ +	 Q4 t + Qs j + of k and (.^ ^ ^ 4, = 4, + Q s j + Q, k
given on page	 we see the following geometrical relations between as+3
Q,i+,, and	 S, ,	 Sz, ,	 53
G
MOLECUL, RR RXIS
2.
0
	 0
From the figure
f_
n (	 "'
3 2 ^^Z
J	 f
^_SZ	
I QJ*L 
x nnQ j+3I	 Iwj+3_1
i
f
A	 ^ A
Q 7 -	Qg a 9 {
Q4	 QS Q`
r
rr
n
This special definition serves for describing the normal vibrational dis-
placements in CO2.
If
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S'
u
	QS Q + 	 ^Qu, ^` Q^ Q,) + ^!QsQ,y Q+ Qa^
 
(Q ^ Q. - Q Q )^ CQ Q, - Q Q )+ ((2, Q, - ( Qa )Z '/ZI	 J^	 C	 ^ 9	 6	 4 q
1/Z
^]	 ^^ ^ of 1 
QS Q 9
 
	
* 
(Q 4 Q7
- 
Q-4 09
2 
+ (QS Q7 
Q4. 
QS
z ^'	 Q : + QS + 0 Ire4C	 1
c j^	 ^	 n /^	 l rn	
1
"3	 CQ4 Q ^ } QS "^8 + Q4 Qq /	 `t+(,^ '} Q S
In the initial orientation of the molecule, as described on page
	 the mole-
cule is confined to the zy plane, so all x displacement components are zero,
Q4	 (21 	 0	 Also, the y axis is parallel to the 0-0 line, so that
Q^ r 0	 'thus, the above relations reduce to
.t
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